The focus of this paper is the spacecraft formation flying problem where the formation switches successively among multiple shapes, the number and the composition of spacecraft in the group may change among these shapes, and some spacecraft may be faulty. The whole flying process is modeled as a state-varying switched system. The formation stability and fault tolerability are analyzed by using new results on state-varying switched systems.
Introduction
The development of a reliable, autonomous and highly accurate formation keeping strategy for multiple spacecraft is a prerequisite for future space missions such as large space interferometer or large synthetic aperture radar, etc [1] . The formation control problem of spacecraft has been a research topic for many years [2] - [8] . Existing techniques can be divided into three architectures [1] : 1) Leader-follower, where one spacecraft is regarded as the leader and is tracked by other following spacecraft; 2) Virtual structure, in which the spacecraft are treated as rigid bodies embedded in an overall virtual rigid body; 3) Behavioral, where several desired behaviors are prescribed for each spacecraft, whose individual controllers are designed to achieve these behaviors.
The formation shape for a group is not always fixed, which may change according to different mission requirements. Various optimal approaches have also been developed to achieve the formation reconfiguration from one shape to another one with considering the path planning, collision avoidance, fuel optimality, etc [9] - [10] .
On the other hand, Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC) aims at retaining acceptable performance under the system faults [11] . FTC is highly required for spacecraft control systems. Formation flying performances would be seriously degraded due to actuators, sensors, controllers or internal components failures [12, 13, 14] . Only a few results are devoted to the FTC of spacecraft formation, we refer to [15] where a multiple level framework that comprehensively adjusts individual controllers of the faulty spacecraft and formation configurations is proposed.
In this work, we focus on a class of spacecraft formation flying processes with three behaviors:
b1. the formation shape switches successively among several shapes; b2. the number and the composition of spacecraft in the group may change among different shapes due to four phenomena:
docking, undocking, departure, and participation (formal definitions will be given later); b3. Some spacecraft may be faulty. The above three behaviors reveal important characteristics and the complexities of spacecraft formation flying process in the real situation. Although these three behaviors have been investigated respectively, few literatures consider b1, b2 and b3 simultaneously.
We model the whole flying process by a state-varying switched nonlinear system with each mode related to one shape and the states representing the formation errors of spacecraft in the group. This allows us to analyze the formation stability and fault tolerability by using switched system theory [17] - [21] . Unfortunately, most of existing results on switched systems deal with one single state space and are hard to apply to the state-varying case because the states of each mode are no longer the same as others.
The considered state variation covers two cases: Case 1. some states in different modes are closely related; Case 2. some states in different modes are completely independent.
For Case 1, Ref. [16] introduces a concatenation operator which represents the relations between states of different modes. Another similar idea is to consider a "large" state vector that can be used for all modes, and model the state variation by using reset maps (or impulsive effects) [22, 23] .
These modeling methods however can not be applied to Case 2 since no relation can be established between independent states, the independent states' values of the mode to be activated at next switching time can not be determined by the states' values in the current mode.
In this work, we effectively analyze the effect of state variations resulting from b2 on the system. Our contributions are two-fold:
1. We extend switched system stability results to the case of varying states, and propose a new formation stability criterion that relies on the switching law, the individual controllers of each spacecraft, and the trade-off among the values of the new spacecraft' formation errors when they just join the group.
2. We transfer the fault tolerance problem into a stability problem of switched system with unstable modes. According to state variation behaviors, we show a special way of fault tolerance that relies on switching law and does not reconfigure the individual controllers.
This can be combined with other FTC approaches to make the FTC scheme more flexible.
The obtained results can not only be used to design spacecraft formation flying process a priori, but also to check the fault tolerability without control reconfiguration in real time.
In the rest of the paper: Section 2 addresses the modeling issue and gives the problem formulation. Section 3 discusses the formation keeping problem as well as the FTC strategy. Simulation results are shown in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 5.
Formation modeling and problem formulation
In this section, we first model the specified spacecraft formation process by a state-varying switched system, then formulate the formation control problem.
Interconnection architecture
The formation configuration with its leader-following interconnection architecture are shown in Fig. 1 . The group consists of a main spacecraft (square) and several subordinate ones (round).
The main spacecraft has the capability of docking and undocking with subordinate ones. Each subordinate spacecraft may leave/join the group over the time. The main spacecraft is the leader of the group, each subordinate spacecraft is a follower which only receives the information from the main one. 
Relative dynamics
Consider a group of n spacecraft, define a finite set N {1, 2, ..., n}. The translational dynamics of spacecraft i (i ∈ N ) is given by [25] :
where M i denotes the mass of spacecraft i, − → R i and − → V i denote the position and velocity of its mass 
The relative translational dynamics between spacecraft i (i ∈ N − {1}) and 1 in frame F i can be further obtained [8] :
where ω i represents the angular velocity of F i , the symbol˙denotes the time derivative of the vector measured in F i . The cross product of a vector a = [a 1 a 2 a 3 ] is defined as:
The attitude dynamics of spacecraft i (i ∈ N ) in frame F i is given by (see [25] ):
where q i ∈ 3 and q 4i ∈ denote the quaternions, J i = J i is the positive definite inertia ma-
as the desired relative angular velocity and quaternions. Define
. The relative attitude dynamics between spacecraft i (i ∈ N − {1}) and 1 can be obtained [8] :
where the rotational matrix is defined as
The main spacecraft 1 follows the given reference dynamics taking the following form
The relative dynamics of spacecraft 1 can also be obtained as (2) 
Define
Under the connection architecture in Section 2.1, we can write the relative translational and attitude dynamics of all spacecraft with some state-feedback controllers
where the function f is determined from (2), (5), and the form of u i (x i ).
Suppose that in the whole flying process, the spacecraft formation switches among m known and fixed shapes. Since there is a formation reconfiguration process from one fixed shape to another one, we regard each reconfiguration process as a varying transition shape. Suppose that there exist p possible varying shapes in the sequence.
Define M = {1, 2, . . . , m + p}. The flying process is modeled by a state varying switched systeṁ
where σ(t) : [0, ∞) → M denotes the switching signal, which is assumed to be a piecewise constant function continuous from the right. Mode j (when σ = j) represents the relative dynamics (8) in formation shape j. X j ∈ 13×n j with n j being the number of spacecraft in mode j.
In any desired fixed shape, the desired relative
among spacecraft are prescribed and time-invariant, they are time-variant in varying shapes. All desired relative states are designed to be continuous throughout the whole process.
State variation among formation shapes
Now we formally describe the state variation among formation shapes. Suppose that at t = t k , the formation switches from mode i to mode j. Denote x q (t − k ) and x q (t k ) respectively the states of spacecraft q in mode i and mode j, where t − denotes the left limit time instant of t. The states vary due to 4 reasons: 1) Docking. Several subordinate spacecraft (each has one docking port) move to a main spacecraft (which has multiple docking ports installed symmetrically 1 ) and are docked with it to form a new main spacecraft. Note that all relative states are continuous. Therefore the states value of the new main spacecraft is the same as that of the previous main spacecraft. The docking rule is:
2) Undocking. The main spacecraft 1 in mode i are separated from s subordinate ones in mode j with states x +1 , ...x +s , ≥ 1. It is natural that just after docking, the state value of each new spacecraft is the same as that of the original main one. The undocking rule is:
Departure. Some subordinate spacecraft in mode i depart from the group at t k , they are not involved in the formation and do not affect the formation flying performance, therefore their states are not considered in mode j.
4)
Participation. Some spacecraft that do not exist in mode i join the group at t k , they are involved in the formation flying after t k , their states can be regarded as new states and are considered in mode j. The spacecraft that departed before may come back which is also considered as a new spacecraft.
Based on above four phenomena, a state variation model between modes i and j is given
where S ij is a n j × n i non-zero constant variation matrix. This excludes an unpractical situation where all spacecraft depart from the formation simultaneously (in this case, the formation flying is ended). Therefore |S ij | ≥ 1. X ji denotes the new states of mode j w.r.t. mode i.
Problem formulation
To this end, we provide the formation stability definition as follows:
The formation flying is said to be practically stable if for the corresponding switched system (9), there exist a switching function σ(t) and individual controllers u i such that for any > 0, there exist δ > 0 and ς > 0 such that
where
2
The control goal of this paper is to guarantee that (11) holds for any given in the healthy and some faulty situations. The disturbance bound D is often much less than the magnitude of the desired relative states, thus the precision of formation flying can be guaranteed under Definition 1.
3 Formation stabilization analysis
Formation control in the healthy situation
A simple state-feedback controller u i , i ∈ N originated from [25] is provided as
where 
Pick three constants ν 1 > 0 and ν 2 > 0 such that
Substituting (15)- (17) into (14) with selecting
leads tȯ
where η > 0 2 min
Note that κ in (13) is a positive constant that can be chosen arbitrarily small. Inequality (18) holds except when e ω i → 0 (in this case
. Due to the uncertainties, e ω i will finally only converge to a small neighboring region of origin with respect to D and can not converge to zero. Therefore, inequality (18) always holds except when e ω i → 0 temporarily in some possible short periods that can be neglected in practical situations.
Remark 1:
Various state-feedback control approaches besides (12)-(13) can be designed to achieve (19) . In the absence of full state measurement (especially the acceleration measurements), observerbased controller can also be applied. In this case, the right side of inequality (19) may include the observation error terms. The detailed controller design is not the focus of this paper and thus is not discussed.
For the shape j, j ∈ M, inequality (19) is rewritten aṡ
For the switched system (9), denote by t i , i = 1, 2, ... the ith switching instant, t 0 = 0. It
follows that mode σ(t i ) is activated in the interval [t i , t i+1 ). It is required that inf i (t i+1 − t i ) ≥ τ
where τ > 0 is called "dwell-time" [17] . Let t jk , j ∈ M, k = 1, 2, ... be the kth time when mode j is switched on. 
where 0 ≤ 2 < and 1 > 0 such that S 1 + 2 ≤ . ∆t denotes the minimal activating time of all modes.
Before proving Theorem 1, we provide some insight into the conditions (21)- (22).
-Condition (21) reveals the relation between the decay rate (related to the individual controllers) and the activating time of each mode. Given a fixed and 2 , a large (small) η allows for a short (long) ∆t. This implies that for a group whose states converge fast (slow) under individual controllers in each formation shape, the minimal activating time of all shapes would be chosen short (long).
-For a state-varying switched system, not all states appear from the beginning, some states may also disappear in some modes and appear again in other modes. Condition (22) when they appear at t ik . Such bound is reasonable since the new arrival spacecraft will be considered as a member of the group only after it approaches its desired trajectories and fits into the formation
(t ik ) can be achieved by the controllers of the new arrival spacecraft according to the prescribed switching formation shape. Note that a large (small) 2 implies a small (large) 1 , combining (21) and (22) one finds that relaxing (restricting) the bound of
(t ik )| leads to restriction (relaxation) on activating time ∆t.
Proof of Theorem 1: Consider the time t ∈ [0, t 1 ). It follows from (20) that
One further has
Choose initial states such that
Substituting (24) and (21) into (23) yields |X σ(0) (t)| ≤ + (S + 2)ζD, ∀t ≥ 0, and
At switching instant t 1 , according to state variation model (10) we further have
It follows from condition (22) that
Now consider t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ), similar to (23), one has
Substituting (26) and (21) into (27) yields |X σ(t 1 ) (t)| ≤ + (S + 2)ζD, ∀t ≥ t 1 , and
By induction, we can conclude that under conditions (21)- (22) |X σ(t) (t)| ≤ + (S + 2)ζD, ∀t ≥ 0
This completes the proof. 
Fault tolerant formation control
Fault tolerant control (FTC) methods have been widely investigated for spacecraft [11] - [15] . A general FTC idea is to reconfigure the individual controllers of each faulty spacecraft, such that it still plays its desired role in the formation flying. Such FTC strategy obviously takes time and control cost [11] , and is limited for controller faults since it is hard to reconfigure the controller to accommodate the fault in itself. Therefore, it is meaningful to look for an economical and simple FTC solution without reconfiguring the individual controllers. It will be shown that such solution exists for state-varying switched systems under some conditions.
Consider the fault that may occur in each subordinate spacecraft's internal equipments, actuators or even controllers, and changes inequality (14) intȯ
which is a general inequality describing the instability of the relative dynamics in the faulty case.
This means that the faulty subordinate spacecraft may deviate from its desired translational and attitude dynamics, and can not follow the main spacecraft expectedly.
Consequently, inequalities (20) of the whole group becomeṡ
What we are interested in is whether the FTC goal can be achieved by the switching law without reconfiguring any individual controller.
Consider two faulty cases:
The faulty spacecraft will depart at next switching time.
Case 2. The faulty spacecraft will merge with a main spacecraft at next switching time.
, where X h (X f ) is the state vector of the healthy (faulty) spacecraft. Divide ∆t = ∆t 1 + ∆t 2 , where ∆t 1 is the period when there is no fault, while in ∆t 2 the system is faulty. We do not discuss the detailed fault diagnosis (FD) procedure, which can be done by various diagnosis methods [11] . However, the well-known fault diagnosis delay (Such delay, or a bound of it, can generally be estimated a priori ) is considered and included in ∆t 2 .
Theorem 2: For any , the formation flying in cases 1 and 2 can be stabilized by σ without reconfiguring controllers (12)- (13) if (21)- (22) hold, and
Proof : Suppose that a fault occurs in mode σ(t i ) that is activated in [t i , t i+1 ), denote t f as the time after which the fault appears, i.e., ∆t
We first consider the state behaviors of the healthy spacecraft. Under conditions (21)- (22), one has from the proof of Theorem 1 that
and
Now consider the behavior of whole state vector that satisfies
Substituting (29) into (31) one obtains that
Since ∆t 2 is bounded, it can be seen from (32) that formation stability is guaranteed in [t i , t i+1 )
In both Case 1 and Case 2, once the switching occurs,
The rest of the proof follows the same way as in Theorem 1.
2
The main idea behind Theorem 2 is to transfer the fault tolerance problem into the stability problem of switched system with unstable modes. Condition (29) implies that if the faulty period is not very long meaning that before the faulty spacecraft departs from the group or merges with a main spacecraft, then the norm of the whole states value is always bounded.
Theorem 2 provides a special FTC clue for formation flying that is to eliminate the effect of the faulty spacecraft on the formation stability by letting it leave the group. This idea can be combined with other FTC approaches that rely on control reconfiguration to make the FTC scheme more flexible in real time. and switching times are often prescribed a priori according to certain mission requirements. These information are also saved and marked in supervisor i. Supervisor i is inherently a discrete event system under which spacecraft i applies its individual controllers to achieve the switching formation flying. Once the fault occurs, the supervisor takes the information of the fault and determines whether the fault is tolerable by switching law (if it is not available, then control reconfiguration scheme will be applied).
Control architecture
It can be seen that the proposed architecture is distributed, each spacecraft only receives the information from its neighbors (in the considered formation of this paper, the main spacecraft is the unique neighbor of all subordinate spacecraft). Such architecture combines leader-following and behavioral approaches.
Remark 2:
The proposed switched system model can be extended to the case that the leaderfollowing structure is applied among subordinate spacecraft. In this case, each subordinate spacecraft may have multiple neighbors, the state dimension of x i may be more than 13. However, 
Simulation results
Consider a formation flying process with three desired and fixed shapes as shown in Fig. 3 . In the transition from formation 1 to 2, the main spacecraft 1 disassembles into main spacecraft 1 and subordinate spacecraft 4, 5. In the transition from formation 2 to 3, spacecraft 4, 5 are docked with main spacecraft 1 again; spacecraft 2 departs from the group and a new spacecraft 6 joins it in formation 3. The whole process is modeled by a switched system with five modes (modes 1, 3, 5 are related to 3 desired shapes, while modes 2 and 4 represent varying transition shapes). We first consider the healthy situation. According to conditions (21)- (22), choose ∆t = 1000s, the initial state norm is 1.5. Fig. 4 shows the trajectories of X σ(t) (t) where spacecraft 6 joins the formation at t = 4000s when its state norm is 0.2. We can see that |X σ(t) (t)| is always bounded within the prescribed region.
Now consider an individual controller fault of spacecraft 2 occurred in mode 4, that is
which implies that in the control unit the channel that receives signals e V i is faulty that makes the feedback gain K 2 change into K 2f . Inequality (28) follows with η 1 = 0.01. Such phenomenon are commonly seen in the controller of the spacecraft that would be influenced by the radiation or magnetic field in the space environment. According to condition (29), the formation stability is still guaranteed if ∆t 1 ≥ ∆t 2 . At t = 4000s, the departure of spacecraft 2 is completed, the formation switches to mode 5. Suppose that the fault occurs at t = 3800s. Fig. 4 also shows that the stability is maintained even if |x 2 | increases in the interval [3800, 4000)(s). Fig. 5 where the system is healthy in [0, 3800)s and faulty after t = 3800s. We can see that the input converges to a small region in modes 1-3 since spacecraft 2 is not influenced by the formation change. After t = 3800s, the fault appears and makes the input magnitude become large. The input norm trajectories of other spacecraft are similar and thus are not shown here.
Conclusion
This paper investigates the spacecraft formation stabilization and fault tolerance from switched system point of view. Four phenomena of docking, undocking, departure and participation are incorporated with formation flying.
In the presence of obstacles that appear randomly, some obstacle avoidance actions have to be taken in the spacecraft level or the formation level [9] . This avoidance process can be regarded as a new mode of the original switched system, the proposed control architecture is potentially usable with some modifications of the switching law. This will be the focus of our future work.
